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Unit ( 1 ) Healthy Living 

 

  

               /       / 20_ _                 Unit ( 1 ) SB p: 15  

 

 

 Words Meanings 

1 Sprinting   

2 Extremely   

3 Resistance   

4 Flexible   

5 Regimen  

6 Session  

7 Cool down   

 

Vocabulary 

 

A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:-         

 

extremely- session -  resistance – regimen 

 

1- I always practise …………………..exercises to build the muscles of my body. 

2- Deserts are ……………………..hot places specially in summer. 

3- After his heart attack, the doctor put him on a strict……………….. . 

4- She has a weekly …………………at the health club on Saturdays. 

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d :       

5- Stretching exercise helps us to have ……………………….bodies. 

a- strict   b- capable    c- adequate  d- flexible  

6- Ahmed hurt himself during the training …………………….yesterday. 

a- session  b- resistance   c-amount  d- arrow 

7- ………………is a very good activity to keep fit. 

a- A session  b- A cavern    c- An arrow  d- Sprinting 

8- ……………………..is running very fast over a short distance. 

a- Sprinting   b- A theme    c- Obesity  d- A session 
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              /       / 20_ _                 Unit ( 1 ) SB p: 16  

 

 

Gerund ( -ing ) & Infinitive ( to + V )  

• Use the _ing form to make nouns  → Swimming is good exercise. 

• Use the _ing form after some verbs like finish / start/ prefer/ practise /enjoy/ 

spend  → I enjoy watching educational programmes on TV. 

• Use the _ing form after some prepositions → resistance training is good for 

building the body. 

• Use the infinitive after adjectives like (important – useful- difficult – easy) and 

verbs like ( help/ need/ want/ try ) → It is difficult to throw the discus  

Choose the right answer from a, b, c and d: 

1- ……………………………….. is my favourite sport. 

a- Swim  b- Swimming  c- Swims  d- Swam  

2- It is an important exercise ……………………….. your fitness.  

a- improve  b- improving  c- improves  d- to improve  

3- My brother is interested in ………………….. football.  

a- play   b- playing   c- to play  d- played 

4- Some people think  it is difficult ……………….. fit. That's not true. 

a- to keep  b- keeping   c- keeps  d- kept  

 

Do as shown between brackets: 

1- I'm keen on ( do ) karate .       ( correct ) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

2- ( Revise ) helps you to learn better      ( correct ) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

3- Try ( sleep ) early every night to feel better when you get up.  ( correct ) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

4- It is useful ( practise) reading at home.     ( correct ) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

5- Sports help us ( keep) physically fit.     ( correct ) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

6- My father promised ( buy ) me a new car.     ( correct ) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

7- We enjoyed ( watch ) the final match in the stadium yesterday. ( correct ) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

8- we need ( train ) hard for the weight lifting competition.  ( correct ) 

………………………………………………………………………… 
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              /       / 20_ _                 Unit ( 1 ) SB p: 17  

 

 Words Meanings 

1 arrow   

2 promise  

Vocabulary 

A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:-         

 

                        arrow – cool down– promised - regimen   

       

1- There was an ……………………….pointing to main entrance here.    

2- All my friends will come to the party as they …………………….. me yesterday . 

3- I'm going to the beach to……………………. 

               /       / 20_ _                 Unit ( 1 ) SB p: 17  

 

New Structure : 

Present Simple & Present Continuous  

 

Use the present simple with ( always , often , usually , everyday, once , twice) to express 

facts and habits 

To express that something is happening at the moment of speaking ,use the Present 

Continuous with ( now, at the moment, look , listen) 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

   1.  In Kuwait, people usually …………………….. camping in winter. 

a- goes  b- go   c- going  d- to go  

   2. My father always ……………………….the newspaper in the morning. 

a- reads  b- read  c- reading  d- has read  

   3.  It is known that water ……………………….at 100 degrees.  

a- boil  b- boiling  c- boils  d- is boiling  

  4. Muslims are honest. They.…………………..tell lies.  

a- doesn’t   b- aren't  c- don’t   d- isn't  

  5.  It is hot and dry in summer in Kuwait. It ………………..rain. 

a- doesn’t   b- aren't  c- don’t   d- isn't  

  6. The students ……………………..on their school projects at the moment. 

a- works   b- are working c- is working  d- working  

  7.  I ………………….an email to my pen- friend in Australia now. 

a- writing   b- are writing c- am writing  d- writes  

  8.  Look! Sara ……………………for her school sprinting race. 

a- practise   b- are practising c- is practising  d- practising 

 

 
 

 

Am 

Is              ( V) 

ing 

are 

V 1 

V + s 
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Do as shown between brackets  

1. The earth ( revolove ) around the sun..   ( correct )                     …………………… 

2. I ( do ) my homework at the moment   ( correct )                     …………………..  

3. It always snows in Kuwait.     ( Negative ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. We go to school on Friday.     ( Make negative ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. The earth goes around the moon.    ( Make negative ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

6. They are listening to music at the moment. ( Make negative ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7. Mrs Green is reading a short story at the moment. ( Ask a question ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

8. My family travels to France on holiday every year. ( Ask a question ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

             /       / 20_ _     Unit ( 1 ) SB p: 19  

 

Vocabulary 

 

 Words Meanings 

1 strict  

2 risk   

3 obesity   

4 amount   

5 gain  

6 lack  

7 adequate  

 

A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:-         

 

   risk – obesity – promise- amount  – lacks - gain    

 

1- If you stop doing sport, you will ………………………more weight. 

2- Being a vegetarian can help you avoid ………………………….. . 

3- Giving up smoking reduces the………………….of heart disease. 

4- The doctor advised me to reduce the …………………….of sugar I have in my tea. 

5- Our school ……………………..some leisure facilities. It has no swimming pools. 
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B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d :       

6- Children need …………………amounts of protein to grow up strong and healthy. 

a- flexible  b- adequate  c-strict   d- capable 

7- We want clean rivers and lakes where we can swim without …………. to our health.  

a-  session  b- amount   c- arrow   d- risk 

8- ……………………..can lead to heart diseases and health problems.  

a-  Session  b- Obesity   c- Determination  d- Resistance 
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Writing 

Plan and write two paragraphs ( 10 sentences) about " How to Keep Healthy ": , 

explaining how we can keep fit and the importance of keeping fit: 
 

Put your plan here ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Write your topic here!  

"How to Keep healthy " 

 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................................................................................................... 

 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 
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READING COMPREHENSION ( 1 ) 

  

Read the following passage carefully, then answer the questions below:  

 

          Hundreds of years ago, it was possible to use natural material for making our clothes. 

Both plants and animals supply us with these materials such as wool, cotton, silk, leather 

and fur. Wool was used for making clothes because it was the most common material for 

making clothes in Europe. 

         Cotton has been used for three thousand years to make clothes especially in warm 

countries. The cloth made from cotton plant is very soft, cool and comfortable. In the past, 

cotton clothes were so expensive that only rich people could buy them.  

        In the twentieth century, scientists could make artificial materials for making clothes. 

Nylon and polyester are well known examples. These are much better than natural ones in 

many ways. For example, they are cheaper and easier to wash. In addition, they last longer 

and can be mixed with cotton and wool to produce a cloth that looks natural and easy to take 

care of.  

         Nowadays, clothes are made in modern factories. These factories make many styles 

for all people. Some factories make special clothes, like sports clothes or ones for firemen. 

Now, all types of clothes are available at the markets.  

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:   

1- The best title for the passage could be……………………………  

a- Nylon And Polyesters     b- Making Sports Clothes  

c- Materials For Making Clothes   d- Modern Factories For Clothes  

 

2-The underlined pronoun “it” in the 1st paragraph refers to……  

a- cotton   b- fur    c- leather  d- wool  

3.The cloth made of cotton is………….. …..  

a- artificial    b- modern   c- mixed  d- soft and comfortable 

 

4. The underlined word “modern” in the 4th paragraph is OPPOSITE to………...  

a- special   b- natural   c- old    d- available  

 

5. The purpose of the writer in this passage is to tell us about……………. 

a. different materials for making  clothes      b. clothes in markets 

c. sport clothes                   d. factories 

 

6. In Europe, people used to make clothes from ……………… 

a. Nylon and polyester b. wool  c. plants  d. fur 

 

B- Answer the following questions: 

  

7.Why couldn’t poor people buy cotton clothes in the past?  

…………………………………………………………………………………. .  

8. Why do you think artificial materials are better than natural ones making clothes? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Unit ( 2 ) Life Events 

 

                

             /       / 20_ _     Unit ( 2 ) SB p: 24 

 

 

 

Vocabulary 

 

A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:-         

 

infection -  master -  achieved – improved – frequently    

 

1- My brother has……………………high scores in his math tests. 

3- She …………………her way of cooking through watching TV cooking programmes. 

4- We must wash our hands ………………….to avoid diseases. 

5- It isn't easy to ……………………English without practicing it. 

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d :       

6- Big stores like Max always make advertising campaigns to………………..their sales. 

a- require  b- improve   c-master  d- lack 

7- Using personal things of others can lead to serious……………………...  

      a- infections  b- sessions    c- regimens                d- obesity 

8- You must ……………………three laguages to get this high-paid job.  

a- require  b- promise   c-master  d- lack 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Words Meanings 

1 achieve  

2 improve  

3 require  

4 master  

5 frequently  

6 infection  
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               /       / 20_ _                 Unit ( 2 ) SB p: 24 

 

Conjunctions of purpose: 

a) to/ in order to  b)  so that 

Use ( to/ in order to+ infinitive) to speak about the purpose  :                                                                   

Ex: I joined a club to/ in order to lose weight.  

Use so that + subject + can / could + infinitive to speak about the purpose: 

Ex: I play sport so that I can lose weight.  

Ex: Our National football team trained hard so that they could win the match. 

 
Choose the correct answer : 

1. Mark is going to Ireland ……………………….. spend his holiday. 

a- so that   b- in order to  c-because  d- in order 

2. My father went to the Passport Department ………………… he could get his passport.

 a-in order to  b- to     c-so that  d- because 

  

3. The tourist went to a travel agent ………………… book a ticket.  

a-in order to  b- in order    c-so that  d- because 

4-  Businessmen usually go to Duabai ……………… they can attend a business meeting.  

 a-in order to  b- to     c-so that  d- because 

  
Do as shown between brackets  

1. Mrs. Nada borrowed a lot of money. She wanted to buy a new car. ( join using : so that  )                     

…………………………………………………………………..………………..….......... 

2. I go to school…………..study new lessons.   ( use an appropriate conjunction )                      

    ………………………………………………………..…………………………..….......... 

3. We visit the museum. We wanted to learn a lot about life in the past.     ( join using : in order to) 

……………………………………………………………………………..…………………. 

4. Ali studies hard. He wants to get high marks.                   ( join using : so that) 

………………………………………………………………………….……………………. 

5. We read books. We want to learn new facts and information.            ( join using : so that) 

………………………………………………………………………….……………………. 

5. It is advisable to wash our hands frequently. We want to avoid infections.       ( join using : to) 

………………………………………………………………………….……………………. 
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             /       / 20_ _     Unit ( 2) SB p: 25 

 

 

 Words Meanings 

1 sight  

2 determination  

3 overcome  

4 barrier  

5 inspire  

6 incredibly  

7 capable  

Vocabulary 

 

A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:-         

 

inspired  – determination – overcame- sight – barrier- achieve   

 

1- She regained …………….…in her left eye after a period of blindness. 

2- His discoveries………………….a whole new line of scientific research. 

3- Studying medicine in France was my personal………………... 

4- The mountain range forms a natural……………………...between the two countries. 

5- She………………a leg injury and is back running again. 

 

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d :       

6- The Sahara Desert is a natural………………..between North and Central Africa. 

a- determination      b- sight           c- barrier           d- infection 

7- She suggested new ideas to……………………...current difficulties. 

      a- overcome       b- inspire  c- lead to                 d- provide 

 

8- I think both sexes are equally …………………….. of looking after children.  

 

     a- voluntary                   b- native                       c- capable                    d- strict 
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date :      /      /  20 

                                                   

 

Plan and write two- paragraph report ( 10 sentences) about " Handicapped People/ 

Life's Challenges/ Breaking barriers ", explaining what they suffer from and how we 

can help them:  
 
 

Put your plan here ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Write your topic here!  

"Handicapped People" 

 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Unit 3 : How We Live  

 

             /       / 20_ _     Unit ( 3) SB p: 27 

 

 

 Words Meanings 

1 separate  

2 employ  

3 wage  

4 Instead of  

5 trap  

6 Drop out  

7 jobless  

 

Vocabulary 

 

A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:-         

 

drop out – wages- – trap-  inspired – employ   

 

1- My brother works in a company which pays high……………... 

2- The police men made a successful……………..to catch the criminals. 

3- He ………………………. into the river and drowned.  

4- Our company had to …………………a lawyer to review the contract. 

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d :       

5- We each have a ……………….. bedroom but share a communal kitchen.  

a- separate  b- flexible   c- capable         d- voluntary 

6- Last night, I preferred staying at home……………….going to cinema. 

      a- extremely  b- instead of   c- incredibly                d- improve 

 

7- Smaller companies pay very low …………………………….. .  

     a- caverns                   b- themes                            c- wages                     d- risks 
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   /           / 20 -  -              Unit ( 3) SB.P:28                                     

:            

 

 

                     The present perfect tense with ( since/ for )   

• R : form: has – have + past participle   

•  R:Use ( has) with singular subject like: Ali/ he/ she /it 

• Mr. Samy has already / just explained a new lesson.  

• R:Use ( have) with plural subject like: friends/ I/ you/ we/ they. 

• Since: comes with the beginning of the time period of the event.. 

• EX: We have lived in our house since         2011 / April/ Friday/ 

     Q: How long have you lived in your house? Last summer/ the accident. 

• For: comes with a time period specified in numbers. 

• EX: He has learnt English for  two years/ a month / an hour/ along time. 

Q: How long has she learnt English? 

Choose the right answer: 

  1. My family has moved to a new house ………………….. last April.  

a- since  b- for    c- ago   d- when 

 

2. My little sister has worked as a doctor ………………….. four years 

a- since  b- for    c- ago   d- when 

 

3. We  ………………….. school since October. 

a- start  b- has started  c- starting   d- have started 

 

4.  …………………………have you been in your old house?  

a- What  b- How many  c- How long  d- How much 

Do as shown between brackets: 

 

1- I ( work) here for three years .           ( correct ) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Mr. Hamad ( move) to America since 2013.                  ( correct ) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

3- She has joined an evening class to learn driving since last week.  ( ask a question) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

4- We have waited for the bus for an hour.      ( ask a question ) 

 ……………………………………………………………………….. 
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             /       / 20_ _     Unit ( 3) SB p: 29 

 

 

 Words Meanings 

1 inhale  

2 stingy  

3 furious  

4 hearty  

5 justice  

6 crowd  

7 unfairly  

 

Vocabulary 

 

A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:-         

 

stingy – trap - crowds – justice- hearty - furious      

 

1- …………….must be done everywhere to protect people's lives. 

2- She is too………………. She refuses to give money for charity. 

3- Streets are usually full of………………especially on the National day. 

4- We ate a ……………………breakfast before we set off.  

5- I was ………………..when a careless driver  damaged my car. 

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d :       

6- Big restaurants always offer ………………..meals for their customers. 

a- stingy   b- hearty   c- furious        d- strict 

7- Some people like to …………………….the nice smell of grilled food. 

      a- inhale   b- employ        c- inspire                 d- improve 

 

8- Black people are treated…………….…….in some communities. 

     a- incredibly             b- recently                    c- unfairly                     d- extremely 
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      /           / 20 -  -           Unit ( 3) SB.P:29                                     : 

           

 

 

                                                     Intensifiers 

• too + adj + to + infinitive 

• Ex: The weather was too cold to go out.   

•  So + adj + that+ complete sentence. 

• The weather was so cold that we stayed indoors the whole day.  

 

Choose the correct answer: 

1. Coral reefs are ……………colorful that we were attracted to dive and take pictures.  

a- too   b- so   c- as   d- very 

 

2. The weather is …………………….hot to go out.  

a- too   b- so   c- as   d- very 

 

3. Our school trip was ……………long that we got bored.  

a- too   b- so   c- as   d- very 

 

4. My school bag is ……………………small to hold all my books.  

a- too   b- so   c- as   d- very 

 

Do as shown between brackets: 

 

1- The task is very difficult. I asked my dad to help me.           ( join using ; so …….that ) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

2- He is very poor. He can't buy a fan              .                          ( join; too…..to ) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

3- He trained very hard. He won two gold medals.      ( join; so…….. that) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

4. My shoes are very tight. I couldn’t wear them.             ( join; too……..to ) 

 ……………………………………………………………………….. 
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             /       / 20_ _     Unit ( 3) SB p: 29 

 

 

 Words Meanings 

1 dispose of  

2 float  

3 package  

4 gravity  

5 casual  

6 specialised  

 

Vocabulary 

 

A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:-         

 

package –– furious- specialised - gravity – casual -       

 

1- They ate the whole …………………….of  biscuits for breakfast. 

2- The force of……………………………………..makes things fall to the earth. 

3- It's forbidden to wear …………………..…..clothes in military schools. 

4- My brother has joined the Faculty of Medicine and he is now…….……in heart surgery. 

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d :       

5- KFC restaurants are ……………………in fried chickens. 

a- casual   b- specialised  c- furious        d- separate 

6- My mother always…………………….of old paper, glass to recycling centers. 

      a- disposes of   b- cools down           c- drops out          d- plunges in  

 

7- You can …………………easily on the Dead Sea because it's so salty. 

     a- dispose                     b- inspire                         c- float                   d- improve     
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             /       / 20_ _     Writing  

 

Plan and write two- paragraph ( 10 sentences) about " Life in Space ":  
 

Describing astronauts' life in space and things they need and use: 

  
 

Put your plan here ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Write your topic here!  

" Life in Space " 

 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... ............................................ 
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READING COMPREHENSION ( 2 )  

Read the following passage carefully and then answer the questions below:  

 

Today you can find fast food restaurants in almost every big city. In some places you 

can stand in a line and get a beef burger in a paper bag, in others you can pick up a tray of 

fish, chicken, pizza or even Mexican or Chinese food, and in some fast food places you can 

even drive your car up to a window and place your order. A few minutes later, a worker 

passes you the food through the window and you can drive away and eat it in your car.  

In many big cities all over the world, fast food restaurants are open every day. But 

why do people prefer fast food restaurants to more comfortable restaurants where you can 

sit quietly at a table and watch the world go by?!  

Two things make fast food restaurants popular. Speed and price. People’s time is  

valuable. They do not want to waste a lot of time eating or preparing food. And prices are 

inexpensive. Because of large numbers of meals sold everyday costs are kept low. Many 

people think that fast foods are not healthy because they contain too much salt, 

carbohydrates and fats. But one thing is sure, people everywhere prefer eating fast foods 

because they find it tasty and also economical way to eat.  

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d :  

1- The best title for this passage could be ………………  

a- Big Restaurants  b- Fast Food  c- Healthy Food  d- Kinds of Food  

 

2- The underlined " where " in the 2nd paragraph refers to ………….............  

a- fast food restaurants b- big cities   c- comfortable restaurants d- homes  

 

3- The word “ contain” in 3rd paragraph means: 

a- take   b- put   c- have   d- taste  

 

4-The purpose of the writer is telling us about……………………..……….. . 

a- importance of food       b- kinds of pizza 

c- how fast food becomes part of our life   d- An economical way to eat  

 

5-What makes fast food restaurants popular is……………………………….. . 

a. Large number of meals    b. speed and price 

c. Chinese food     d .containing too much of salt 

 

6. Nowadays, ……………………… are found everywhere in our cities. 

a. paper bags     b. fast food restaurants 

c. windows of restaurants    d. carbohydrates 

 

B) Answer the following questions :   

7- What makes fast food unhealthy ?  

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

8- Why do you think many people prefer eating in fast food restaurants ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Unit (4) Unforgettable Past  

 

  

               /       / 20_ _                 Unit (4) SB p: 35 

 

 

 Words Meanings 

1 hired  

2 raised  

3 community  

4 demoted  

5 harsh  

6 quit  

7 wounds  

8 compelled  

 

Vocabulary 

 

A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:-         

 

raise -hire- quit- harsh- compelled- demoted         

 

1- She is ………………to her servants. She always speaks impolitely with them.  

2- The purpose of mission was to……………money for medical supplies. 

3- Her illness ……………....her to give up her job. 

4- How much would it cost to……………a car for a fortnight? 

5- He was………………....from senior minister to elder. 

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:       

6- The soldier came back with many _____________ from the battle. 

b- wounds  b- sessions  c- communities  d- risks 

7- The company_______________ a famous expert for their new project. 

b- promised  b- hired         c-lacked          d- achieved 

8- Nevada is famous for its_________________ environment. 

a- voluntary  b- harsh  c- adequate   d- capable 
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              /       / 20_ _                 Unit (4) SB p: 36 

 

 

The Passive Voice (Past Simple) 

• form: Object+ Was/Were+ Past Participle   

• Use was/were + past participle 

• E.g.: A famous company launched a new social media platform yesterday. 

• A new social media platform was launched yesterday. 

• Arab sailors invented the compasss in the ninth century. 

• The compass was invented in the ninth century. 

 

Choose the correct answer: 

1.  In the last few years, electric cars …………………………… to global market.  

a- introduced b- was introduced  c- were introduced  d- introducing 

2.  The black gold …………………………… in mid-19th century and has been the main 

source of energy worldwide. 

a- discovered b- was discovered  c- were discovered  d- discovering 

3.  The meeting…………………..because of the bad weather yeaterday.  

a- was cancelled b- was cancelling  c- were cancelling  d- cancelled 

 

Do as shown between brackets: 

1- Ahmed bought a new set of speakers from the shop.     (change into passive) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

2- My mother washed the dishes late night.               (change into passive) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

3- A Japanese scientist invented more than 300 inventions. (change into passive) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

4- Magellan discovered many marine routes around the world.    (change into passive) 

 ……………………………………………………………………….. 

5- A lot of pictures ( take ) by tourists last week.    (Correct the verb) 

 ……………………………………………………………………….. 
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               /       / 20_ _                 Unit (4) SB p: 37 

 

 

 Words Meanings 

1 astonished  

2 plunge in  

3 beg  

4 exceptionally  

5 humble  

Vocabulary 

 

A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:-  

astonished – beg – humble – plunged in – quit  

  

1- Don't leave me here, I……….……… you. 

2- He has built a huge business empire from………………beginnings. 

3- She ran to the edge of the lake and…………………… 

4- We were …………………at the news of Joan's death.         

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:       

5- Everybody loved him because he was very ______________.  

a- capable  b- humble  c- strict  d- adequate 

6- Her mother was ___________________ by her performance. 

a- native   b- flexible  c- astonished d- adequate 

7- The children were warned not to ______________ the lake. 

     a- promise   b- plunge in   c- lack   d- gain 
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             /       / 20_ _     Unit (4) SB p: 39 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary 

 

A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:-         

 

Securely - generations – heritage – exceptionally - hardship - wound 

 

1- The UNESCO preserves world ______________________. 

2- Despite the_______________ he faced in his life, he managed to be successful.  

4- Make sure your seat belt is…………………fastened to be safe while driving. 

4- Older ………………………..prefer a darker and more traditional kind of clothing. 

5- The weather, even for January, was ………………….cold. 

 

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:       

6- The divers_________ the rope so that they can be pulled up to the surface. 

b- tug on   b- employ   c-inhale  d- inspire 

7- The old woman managed to pay her bills online_______________.  

      a- securely  b- unfairly    c- recently         d- throughout 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Words Meanings 

1 hardship  

2 generation  

3 securely  

4 throughout  

5 tug on  

6 heritage   
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               /       / 20_ _                 Unit (4) SB p: 38 

 

 

 

The Past Continuous Tense 

Use      was/were + V + ing 

e.g.: We were talking to the manager. 

 She was showing them the way to the museum. 

Use expressions like (while, as, when…etc.) to talk about the past continuous. 

e.g.: It was raining when we were at home. 

The negative form of the past continuous (was/were+not+v+ing) 

e.g.: he was not doing his tasks properly. 

The question form of the past continuous (wh + was/were + subject + v + ing) 

e.g.: what were they talking about when we received the call? 

 

 
Choose the correct answer: 

 

1. Last night, I bumped into an old friend while I ………………. down the road.  

a- walking  b- was walking  c- were walking  d- am walking 

 

2. The witness said that the driver ………………when he made the accident.  

a- talking  b- is talking   c- was talking  d- talks 

 

3. While we were having a picnic, it ………………… to rain .  

a- started  b- start   c- starts   d- is starting 

 

 
 

Do as shown between brackets  

 

1. Ms. Coleridge (explain) the exercise when the principal entered. (Correct)                     

………………………………………………………………………………….......... 

2. I was doing my homework when it suddenly started to rain.   (Ask  a question) 

 

………………………………………………………………………………….......... 
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             /       / 20_ _     Unit (4) SB p: 25 

 

Plan and write a two- paragraph report (10 sentences) about “The History and the 

Importance of Pearl Diving in Kuwait”:  
 

 
 

Put your plan here! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Write your topic here!  

"Pearl Diving in Kuwait" 

 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 
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             /       / 20_ _     Unit (5) SB p: 41 

 

 

 Words Meanings 

1 equator  

2 unique  

3 glow  

4 reflecting  

5 antiquities  

6 bargain  

7 atmosphere  

8 sightseeing  

 

Vocabulary 

 

A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:-         

 

equator – atmosphere - sightseeing - reflecting - glowed  

 

1- The coals……………….in the fireplace. 

2- The sea was so clear that it was…………………. my face. 

3- Singapore lies on the ………………………….. .It is in the middle of the Globe. 

4- Experts have noticed changes in the…………………... 

5- We had a lot of time to go ……………………… in Rome last holiday. 

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:       

6- Regions all over the _____________ are always wet. 

b- community  b- equator   c- wound   d- generation 

7- _________________ is her favourite hobby. 

      a- Sightseeing  b- Hardship    c- Heritage              d- Infection 

 

8- The explorer found some treasure full of ___________________. 

 

     a- regimens   b- antiquities   c- amounts   d- sights 
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                  /           / 20-  -            Unit (5) SB.P:42                                : 

           

 

 

 Words Meanings 

1 destination  

A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:-         

 

           destination - equator 

 

1- Spain is still our most popular holiday………………………. 

 

The Comparative and Superlative Forms 

Monosyllable adjectives: 

• comparative: adj+er+than (e.g.: He is smarter than them) 

• superlative: the+most+adj (e.g.: He is the smartest in the class) 

Multi-syllable adjectives: 

• comparative: more+adj+than (e.g.: She is more generous than him) 

• superlative: the+most+adj (e.g.: He is the tallest in his family) 

Irregular adjectives: 

• good/well: (comparative: better than/superlative: the best) 

• bad/badly: (comparative: worse than/the worst) 

Choose the correct answer: 

1- The sun is the ……………………………. star in our solar system.  

a- large   b- larger   c- the largest  d- as large 

2- Kuwait is ……………………….Oman in area and population.  

a- small   b- smaller than  c- the smallest  d- as small 

3- This movie is ……………………………. Movie I have ever watched.  

a- exciting  b- more exciting  c- the most exciting d- most exciting 

4- I think that French is  ……………………………. than English to learn.  

a- difficult  b- more difficult  c- the most difficult d- as difficult 
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Do as shown between brackets: 

 

1- Saad is 1.75 m tall while Ayoub is 1.79 m tall.   (Put into the comparative) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Ahmed is the (smart) student in the class.                     (Correct) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

3- Asmaa is (young) among her brothers and sisters.                 (Correct) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

4- Nasser is (short) player in our team.         (Correct the adjective) 

 ……………………………………………………………………….. 

 

             /       / 20_ _     Unit (5) SB p: 44 

 

 

 Words Meanings 

1 Counting  

2 Height   

3 Skill   

 

Vocabulary 

 

A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:-         

 

counting-height-skill      

 

1- The________________ of this skyscraper is jaw dropping. 

2- You need to have a good__________________ to steer this heavy machine. 

3- This kid is good at _____________with fingers. 

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:       

8- A samurai must have a great_______________ at using the katana sword. 

b- wound   b- skill   c- theme  d- height 

9- People enjoy______________ the last ten seconds before the liftoff of a space shuttle. 

      a- counting   b- reflecting    c- sprinting  d- glowing     

 

10- The________________ of Burj khalifa is nearing 400 m. 

 

     a- wound                   b- infection      c- height   d- skill 
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(not) as adjective as  

• Salem is as brave as a lion. 

• Sara is not as tall as her sisiter. 

Choose the correct answer: 

1- My uncle is a businessman. He is always ……………. as a bee.  

a- busy  b- as busier  c- as busy    d- the busiest 

2- Today's weather is as ……………………. yesterday's. 

a- hot as  b- hotter as  c- hot     d- the hottest 

Do as shown between brackets: 

 

1- This exercise is  easy. The other exercise is easy. (Use : as…..as ) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Ahmed is smart.  Hamad is smart too.                  (Use : as…..as 

………………………………………………………………………… 
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             /       / 20_ _     Unit (5) SB p: 45+46 

 

 

 Words Meanings 

1 Collection  

2 Pleasure  

3 House   

4 Impressive  

5 Sculpture  

6 Exhibit  

7 Illusion  

 

Vocabulary 

 

A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:-         

 

exhibits –impressive - collection- unique -pleasure-illusion       

 

1- There are some very ……………………………… old buildings in Kuwait City.  

2- The technology makes data…………………….easier. 

3- The museum has some fascinating ……………………………. . 

4- A large mirror in a room can create the ………………………… of space.  

5- The machine's …………………design prevents it from overheating. 

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:       

6- I used to have an enormous_________________ of RC cars. 

b- collection   b- session   c- regimen        d- hardship 

7- This Phoenician ______________________ is priceless. No one can buy it. 

      a- theme   b- regimen            c- infection   d- sculpture 

 

8- This mirror house creates a / an __________________ when it’s lit. 

 

     a- infection                     b- sight                            c- barrier         d- illusion        
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Plan and write a two- paragraph report (10 sentences) about “Famous Museums" 

mentioning some famous museums  around the World and the importance of museums 

for countries ":  
 

 
 

Put your plan here! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Write your topic here!  

"Famous Museums” 

 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .......................................................... 
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READING COMPREHENSION ( 3 )  
Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 

Polar bears will be extinct by the end of the 21st century if the global warming continues. 

Temperatures are rising in the Arctic. It is the only place where polar bears are found. This change 

of nature is having a strong effect on the health and numbers of the world’s population of polar 

bears. 

During the winter, polar bears live and hunt on the sea ice. They travel for many kilometers 

to catch their main food, which is the seal. Through the ice, they can feel the movement of a seal. 

They sit close to a hole in the ice and wait for the seal to come up for air.In summer, as the ice melt, 

some bears return to the shore, fasting until the colder weather and sea ice return. Others continue 

to hunt. They swim in the icy water until they reach floating sea ice where they can wait for a seal. 

Bears who have been fasting all summer weigh less and are weak. They have lost too much of their 

fat, which is needed to keep them warm and as a source of energy. 

  Global warming has increased the temperature in the Arctic so much that the warmer 

weather comes sooner each year and it lasts longer .It has been predicted that by the end of this 

century there will be no sea ice left. As the temperature continues to rise the cold winter will be 

much shorter. 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d :  

1) The best title for the passage could be…………………………… 

a. Global warming .     b. The 21st Century summer 

c. Temperature of Arctic     d. Life in the Arctic 

 

2) The underlined word "They"  in the (2nd ) paragraph refers to………………… 

a. temperatures   b. seals  c. numbers   d. polar bears 

 

3) Bears lose their weight in summer  because of  …………………………… 

a effects of global warming    b. fasting 

c. the movement of seals in the ice   d. the number of polar bears 

 

4) The underlined word increased in the ( 3rd ) paragraph means ……………… 

a. get colder   b. get fatter  c. get higher    d. get taller 

 

5) Temperatures have increased in the Arctic because of …………………………..  

a. a source of energy b. icy water  c. global warming  d. cold winter 

 

6) The purpose of the writer in this passage is to …………………..  

a. tell us about the sea    b. tell us about hunting 

c. talk about summer in the Arctic  c. tell us how polar bears live 

 

B) Answer the following questions :  

7) What is the main food of polar bears? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
8) In your opinion, why will there not be polar bears by the end of 21st century in the 

Arctic ? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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م      2022/   2021العام الدراسي      دولة الكويت  

الأولى نهاية الفترة الدراسية  تجريبياختبار  وزارة التربية  

لثامنالصف : ا  التوجيه الفني للغة الإنجليزية  

 منطقة الفروانية التعليمية  المجال : اللغة الإنجليزية                

 الزمن : ساعتان                                                                                  الاختبار في ) ثلاث صفحات  (       
 

 

القواعد ( –التعبير المكتوب     –المفردات  -) الاستيعاب   
 

 

TOTAL MARK ( 60 ) 
 

 

I-Reading 

 

A - Vocabulary ( 14 Marks ) 
 

a)-Choose the correct answer from a, b, c & d :( 4 X 2 = 8 marks) 

 

1. Our new nieghbour lives under …………….. difficult conditions. 

a- unfairly  b- extremely  c- securely   d- instead of 

2. I attended some art courses to…………………….my drawing skills. 

a- improve  b- promise   c- lack `  d- glow 

3. Most of those………………………people complain of boring and miserable life. 

a- astonished b- hearty   c- jobless   d- casual 

4. Car companies will start a new ………………….. of smart electric cars. 

a- justice  b- height   c- hardship   d- generation 

 

b)-Fill in the spaces with the correct word(s) from the list :( 4 X 1½ = 6 marks) 
 

 

( arrow– masters –royal  - collection – actually ) 
 

6. The king and his family live in that luxury ……………………palace . 

7. Marwa …………………………………about 20 girls in her make up factory. 

8. I bought a new …………………….of computer games CDs. 

9. You will …………………………be fit if you keep doing such exercises. 
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 امتحان الصف الثامن – اختبار تجريبي نهاية الفترة الدراسية الأولى - 2021 /  2022 - الصفحة رقم ) 2 ( 

B- Reading Comprehension( 16 marks)  

 

Read the following passage, and then answer the questions below : 
  

           At the present time, the Olympic Games are held every four years. They are famous 

for individual athletic events such as running, high jump, swimming and boxing. Team 

sports – like soccer and hockey – are also played. Hockey is a very old team sport which is 

popular all over the world. It is normally played on grass, but there is also ice hockey. Men 

and women can play hockey, and in some countries they play in mixed teams. 

          A hockey team has the same number of players of a football team. Players carry sticks 

which they use to control the ball – either to pass it to other players in their team or to hit it 

into a net and score goals. The goalkeeper is the only player who can kick the ball.    Hockey 

can be a dangerous game. The ball, which is small and very hard, can break bones if it hits 

a player, and players can hurt each other with their sticks. So, one of the most important 

rules of it is that players can't lift their sticks above their shoulders.  

 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d (6  X 2 = 12) marks :   
   

10 – The best title for this passage is ……………………………………….. . 

      a. Team Sport          b. Soccer and Hockey       c. Hockey           d. The Olympic Games  

11 – The phrase “all over the world” in line 4 means hockey is played in ………..…… 

 a. some countries in the world                       b. many countries in the world                                                

c. a few countries in the world                        d. all countries in the world   

  

12 – The underlined word “they” in line 7 refers to ……………………………  

     a. sticks                       b. teams                                 c. players                 d. countries  

  

13 – The writer wants to ………………………………….. .  

      a. talk about Olympic Games                        b. tell us about some rules of hockey 

      c. encourage players to hurt each other              d. tell us about the history of hockey 

      

14 - One of the following sentences is TRUE about hockey:  

      a. A hockey team has the same number of players of a football team                      

      b. A hockey team has a different number of players than  a football team       

      c. A hockey team has more players than a football team  

      d. A hockey team has fewer players than a football team  

 

15- In hockey, who are the only persons who can kick the ball?  

      a. All players                       b. Goalkeepers       

      c. Only half of the players     d. Most of the players 

B) Answer the following questions:( 2 x 2 = 4 ) marks :-  

16. Where is Hockey normally played? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

17. How can Hockey be dangerous? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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II- Writing  

 

A- Grammar ( 14 Marks ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) Choose the correct answer:( 4 X 2 = 8 marks) 

18- I …………………… with my friend now.  

a- chatting  b- am chatting  c- was chatting  d- chats 

19- We read the news about the man who………………………..last night. 

a- arrested  b- is arrested  c- was arrested  d- arresting 

20. While the family ……………………… the film, they heard a noise. 

a- is watching  b- was watching  c- watch   d- watches 

21- Mr.  Fahad has worked as a teacher ………………………..7 years. 

a- since   b- for    c- ago    d- when 

b) Do as required in brackets:( 3 X 2 = 6 marks ) 

 

22. Players have argued with the referee about off-side.   (Change into negative)                                             

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

23. Faris was very worried before the exam. He could not study at all.  ( Use: so….that) 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

24. We have seen (expensive) shoes ever  in Harrods in London .                  (Correct) 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
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  ( 4الصفحة رقم )  - 2022/   2021-  الأولىاختبار تجريبي نهاية الفترة الدراسية  – الثامن امتحان الصف 

 

B-Writing ( 16  Marks )  

Plan and write a two  paragraphs report ( of 10 sentences) about " Life in Space ", 

explaining how life in space is a bit like camping and how astronauts live in space.  
 

Put your plan here ! ( 2 marks ) 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 

Write your topic here! ( 14 marks ) 

 

"Life in Space " 

 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................................................... .............................................. 

 انتهت الأسئلة 


